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AGC Automotive Europe replacement glass division announces
windshields “as compliant with ADAS as Original Equipment
windshields”
ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) camera recalibration requires many things to go
well: replacement windshield quality is one of them. AGC Automotive Europe proudly states
that AGC and Nordglass windshields for aftermarket are as compliant with ADAS as Original
Equipment windshields.
ARG (Automotive Replacement Glass) market has come under intense scrutiny in the recent years due to the
increasing popularity of advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) technologies. Windshield replacement is
no longer a straightforward mechanical job but involves increasingly complex technologies, requiring top
quality materials and skilled people to perform the replacement. Ultimately, the success or failure of ADAS
windshield replacement boils down to the safety of the driver and his passengers: a botched job can have
terrible consequences.
AGC is committing to the ARG market with a statement “our windshields are as compliant with ADAS as
Original Equipment windshields”. To earn the ADAS compliant status, AGC and NordGlass windshields go
through a specific quality testing procedure during the development phase. Then, during production, the
windshields are rigorously checked on critical parameters for the camera area, in line with the strictest OE
requirements.
AGC is gradually adding stickers on the windshields that have earned the ADAS compliant status. By choosing
an ADAS compliant windshield for any ADAS replacement, the replacement glass fitter can be sure to deliver
the best standards of performance and safety.
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AGC Automotive Europe
Based in Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgium), AGC Automotive Europe is a member of AGC Glass Europe, which
in turn is the European branch of AGC Group. The AGC Group, with Tokyo-based Asahi Glass Co., Ltd. at
its core, is a world-leading supplier of flat, automotive and display glass, chemicals and other high-tech
materials and components. AGC Automotive Europe specializes in production of windows (OEM and
replacement) for vehicle manufacturers. It also provides ready-to-assemble systems (fixation devices),
higher value added functional systems (antennas, sensors, heating elements) and enhanced property
glazing (improved thermal, sound and vision comfort). For more information go to: www.agcautomotive.com (automotive glass), www.agc-arg.eu (ARG) or www.agc-glass.eu (corporate site).
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For more information:
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Claudia Tuveri, ARG Marketing Director
Tel : +32 (0) 499 988 931
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